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Discover a universe of dApps on Telos



LayerZero, is an omnichain interoperability protocol partnered with Telos.
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Staking
Get started with staking on Telos

Bridge
Send tokens from one network to another





Seamlessly transfer assets and data to and from any other blockchain supported by LayerZero.
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Solutions

EVM
The world's fastest Ethereum Virtual Machine






LayerZero, is an omnichain interoperability protocol partnered with Telos.

Explore
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Getting Started with Telos EVM
Learn more about Telos EVM and it's utility

Wallet
Create and maintain a Telos Web Wallet or Telos Cloud Wallet

Block Explorer
Monitor and review all activity across the network

Staking
Get started with staking on Telos

Bridges
Send tokens from one network to another





Zero
Telos's native network, built to scale






LayerZero, is an omnichain interoperability protocol partnered with Telos.

Explore
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Getting Started with Telos Zero
Learn more about Telos Zero and it's utility

Wallet
Create and maintain a Telos Web Wallet or Telos Cloud Wallet

Block Explorer
Monitor and review all activity across the network

Staking
Get started with staking on Telos

Bridge
Send tokens from one network to another





EVM
The worlds fastest Ethereum Virtual Machine.

Zero
Telos’ native network built to scale

Ecosystem
What’s currently being built on Telos.



LayerZero, is an omnichain interoperability protocol partnered with Telos.
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Getting Started with Telos EVM
Learn more about Telos EVM and it's ecosystem

Wallet
Create and maintain a Telos Web Wallet or Telos Cloud Wallet.

Block Explorer
Monitor and review all activity across the network.

Staking
Get started with staking on Telos.

Bridges
Send tokens from one network to another.




Getting Started with Telos EVM
Learn more about Telos EVM and it's ecosystem

Wallet
Create and maintain a Telos Web Wallet or Telos Cloud Wallet.

Block Explorer
Monitor and review all activity across the network.

Staking
Get started with staking on Telos.

Bridges
Send tokens from one network to another.





LayerZero, is an omnichain interoperability protocol partnered with Telos.

Explore



All
GamingLaunchpadsCentralized ExchangesMetaverseDAOsNFTs/NFT InfrastructureDeFiOraclesESGSocial MediaInfrastructureWallets




Technology
Toolkits, guides and information for devs.
Not sure where to start?
An official introduction to Telos.


Ecosystem
Discover a universe of dApps on Telos






LayerZero, is an omnichain interoperability protocol partnered with Telos.
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Seamlessly transfer assets and data to and from any other blockchain supported by LayerZero.
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Technology
Toolkits, guides, and information for devs

The Basics
An official introduction to Telos
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Developers Home Base
Everything you need to get started building on Telos

Technology
Learn more about Telos's technology stack and how it can benefit your project

Docs
Explore developer resources that include everything you'll need to get building




About




Roadmap
Explore the project's milestones and future goals
About
A beginner's guide to Telos
Blog
The latest Telos news and insights
Team
Discover the team behind Telos
Community Resources
Brand assets and more
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Provenly Scalable, Limitless Potential

Telos is a growing network of networks (Layer 0) enabling Zero Knowledge technology for ultimate scalability and privacy to support all industries and applications

Roadmap


Read more
























Speed Meets Stability

Telos is unrivalled when it comes to speed and scalability without sacrificing reliability, having maintained 5+ years of continuous runtime






Hyper-speed transactions

Telos can process 15,200 TPS and 1,826 swap TPS, eclipsing every alternative in the space.




Low gas fees

Gas fees typically cost less than $0.001 on Telos, so you can participate across the entire ecosystem without having to worry about prohibitive spending.




No front-running

Fixed-rate gas fees means that no one can jump ahead of another person by offering a higher fee, creating a more fair and inclusive experience for all.




Zero downtime

Despite hyper-speed transactions and widespread activity, Telos has never experienced an unplanned outage throughout its history.




Ultimate scalability

Following the approval of Telos’s TEDP4 proposal, the network has transitioned to a true Layer 0 solution capable of seamless interoperability across Web3.




Low carbon footprint

Telos is one of the most energy-efficient blockchains in the world and is fully ESG compliant.


Explore





SNARKtor

Scaling our Potential 


SNARKtor represents a massive step forward in the ability to scale the efficiency and cost of zero knowledge technology, helping support mainstream adoption.

SNARKtor
Read More









The Telos Difference

In a sea of networks and blockchains, no other project offers the same unique combination of speed and efficiency alongside nominal fees and green technology that Telos delivers to the world.




15,200
transactions/second


Fastest transactions

Telos’s unparalleled EVM throughput paves the way to hyper-speed user activity and efficient dApp deployment.

See more








$0.001
per transaction


Low fees

To achieve mainstream adoption, fees need to be negligible - with Telos, they finally are.

See more








0.5
seconds/block time


Rapid processing

At only .5 seconds per block creation, users are uninhibited by speed or continuity concerns on Telos.

See more








99%
less energy


Low carbon footprint

Telos is committed to ESG for a greener world, consuming 99% less energy than other major networks.

See more













Commitment to our Community
With Telos, There Are No Surprises. That’s A Good Thing.




Open-source technology


Community-centric


Public governance


Transparent quarterly expenditure reporting


No front running


Native Teloscan platform for transaction visibility


Monthly and quarterly reports on team activity










A Developer’s Dream

Deploy smart contracts and build dApps seamlessly on the world’s fastest and most efficient blockchain. While slow speeds and high fees make other networks a headache to build on, Telos was custom built with bespoke infrastructure that makes it a true developer's playground.

<   Layer Zero (Interoperable) />

<   Hyper-speed />

<   Reliable />

<   Efficient />

<   Proven />

<   Low cost />

<   Strong support community />



Github
Documentation








const oreIdOptions: OreIdOptions = {
        plugins:  {  popup:  WebPopup ()  } ,
        appName: process.env.APP_NAME as string,
        appId: process.env.APP_OREID_APP_ID as string,
},

oreId = new OreId (oreIdOptions);
await oreId.init();
|







Ready to Explore?

With hundreds of dApps already deployed and a highly engaged and global developer community, there’s never been a better time to start building on Telos.

100+ dApps

From NFT platforms to DeFi and GameFi projects, some of the most talented developers around the world are building on Telos.

Explore DApps
1000+ Developers

Boasting a truly global developer community, Telos can offer would-be developers a vast network of like-minded technologists to partner and build alongside.









Join the Telos Community
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Telos Alpha,
Straight to Your Inbox
Subscribe to the Telos newsletter to receive regular project updates, 
news and announcements.


Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.


By clicking Submit you're confirming that you agree with our Terms and Conditions






Your Daily Dose of Telos

Check out the Telos blog for regular reports and project highlights


NFTs
2
min read


The Telos Blockchain Announces its Strategic Partnership With StreamNFT.

Telos announces strategic partnership with StreamNFT. StreamNFT enhances NFT utility with a liquidity layer through its offerings, such as peer-to-peer renting and loans. 

Read more 







Reports
2
min read


Telos Takes Center Stage at TOKEN2049 Dubai: Here's What to Expect!

The Telos Foundation is thrilled to announce that Telos will be an official title sponsor for TOKEN2049 Dubai next month on April 18-19.

Read more 







DeFi
5
min read


XT.COM Launches $TLOS in the USDT-M Futures and Starts Its Trading Event

XT.COM, a renowned global trading platform, has announced the introduction of the TLOS/USDT perpetual contract on its exchange, marking a significant milestone for both XT.COM and the Telos blockchain community. 

Read more 
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